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“fire-breathing catholic c.o.”: robert lowell, poet and ... - 12 mulford q. sibley and philip e. jacob,
conscription and conscience: the american state and the conscientious objector, 1940-1947 ... period, talks
began about adopting a conscription plan prepared by the army war college.13 representatives of the historic
peace churches (mennonites, quakers, and brethren) wrote to the president desiring to discuss “procedures for
handling conscientious ... nscien conscientious i objection us to military service - 3 j. w. chambers,
“conscientious objectors and the american state from colonial times to the present” in the new conscientious
objection: from sacred to secular resistance , ch. c. moskos and j. . finding work of national importance:
conscientious ... - 4 mulford q. sibley and philip e. jacob, conscription of conscience: the american state and
the conscientious objector, 1940-1947 (ithaca: cornell university press, 1952), 124. 5 ibid, 10. conscription: a
comprehensive bibliography - american friends service committee, source book on conscience and
conscription and disarmament, philadelphia:peace section, 1943. amnesty international, out of the margins:
the right to ... testimonies of conscience sent from the soviet union to ... - international , ; (with t.p.
socknat)nscription of conscience: the american state and the conscientious objector, by mulford by auvray
michel · testimonies of conscience sent from the soviet union to the war resisters' international, by peter
brockock, peter, testimonies illiberal new zealand - new zealand journal of history - conscription itself
went, the government had definitely made plans, though its first intentions were to raise an overseas
expeditionary force by voluntary enlistment and it continued to give out assurances that con- units, after
posing the theoretical question of the state ... - after posing the theoretical question of the state's power
to conscript its citizens for military purposes, this secondary-school unit examines, in selected periods of
american history. cases of citizens who have objected to conscription. the story of welsh v. united states:
elliott welsh’s two ... - e. jacob, conscription of conscience: the american state and the conscientious
objector, 1940–47 (1952), at 45–52. 10 sibley & jacob, conscription of conscience, at 464. the ,facts about
conscientious objectors - conscription and liberty of conscience. american, like british tradition, has for
centuries guaranteed to the individual, freedom from interference by the state in matters conscience: taxes
for peace not war - ohchr - taxation is a form of conscription since we are not given a choice as to whether
to pay taxes to the state or not. therefore, it is a logical extension of the existing right of conscientious
objection that those who have a strong moral or religious objection to war and killing should by right be
allowed to have their taxes used for non-military purposes. this submission is in relation to the ... why i am
against conscription - marxists internet archive - reed: why i am against conscription [april 21, 1917] 1
why i am against conscription: an open letter to members of congress by john reed 1 published in new times
[minneapolis], v. 7, no. 24 (april 21, 1917), pg. 1. the plain mennonite face of the world war one ... northwest state community college abstract world war one was a difficult time for american mennonites.
conscription revealed profound differences between progressive mennonites such as those from the general
conference and plain mennonites such as those from the mennonite church. the general conference endorsed
non-combatant service and advised its draftees to “accept only service designed ... cases of conscience: the
supreme court and conscientious ... - conscience and state power, frequently in cases involving opposition
to war and military conscription. defining those boundaries proved to be a difficult, contentious task, one
contempt of conscience - ethicsonline - conscience challenges modern attitudes to citizen responsibility
and asks us to consider whether all taxpayers are unwitting financial conscripts of war – a film that raises
challenging ant timely questions
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